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fill this
hen missionaries arrived in pagan Europe, Wyrd’s webs were
venerated under many names. Spinners and weavers handed down to their daughters customs and beliefs of their craft. They
taught them to invoke fateful goddesses while spinning their flax
or wool, and to chant and observe omens
while weaving. Spinning and weaving
were sacraments of the Fates, whose wand
of power was the distaff, the wand from
which fiber is drawn for spinning.
Since ancient times, European goddesses
have been depicted as spinners. In Greece,
the Moirae spin the life-strands (Clotho),
measure them (Lachesis) and irrevocably
cut them (Atropos). Fate also appears as
a singular goddess, Aisa. Greek poets
Athena Ergane, horned,
often described goddesses as holding a
with distaff, Sicily
“golden distaff.”1 Artemis is sometimes
titled chryselokatos, “she of the golden distaff.” An ivory statue of
Artemis Ephesia holding a distaff was found in her temple from the 6th
century bce.2 In Rome, the distaff and spindle of the founding mother
Gaia Caecilia was guarded in the Sabine temple of Semo Sancus. This
figure was based on the Etruscan seeress Tanaquil, and her distaff had
magical qualities.3
The distaff figures as a magical tool—and spirit being—in ethnic
orature. In Sardinia, it is the spirit-wand of the witch-goddess Lughia
Rajosa, who lived in one of the nuraghe towers of the bronze age. Her
enchanted distaff (Rocca fatata) guarded great wealth: herds of animals and thousands of jars of grain and oil. The distaff moved around
in the day while Lughia slept, and whistled to warn her of intruders.
People recounted how young men often tried to steal her animals or
firewood. She defeated many of these intruders, but one managed
to push her magical distaff into the oven. Not knowing how to cry,
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Lughia turned into many insects, which
cried for her. Now she flies as a cicada
amidst the nuraghe towers.4
The distaff is a spirit wand in
French legends about St. Germaine de Pibrac. When she stuck
her distaff in the ground, it would
look after her sheep—and it never
lost a lamb to the wolves.5 Saint
Berthe d’Aveney (d. 690) was said
to have been spiritually inspired
to discover “a fountain of living
water.” She used her distaff to
increase its flow and to lead the
water to her abbey. She left the
mark of her knees on a stone
Horned goddess with distaff, wearing an
there “with two little holes at the
archaic cape. Chesters, Northumberland.
place where she rested her distaff
and spindle.”6 (See chapter 4 for more on spirit wands.)
Roman-influenced Gaulish sculpture shows goddesses as spinners,
such as Sequana, she for whom the Seine river was named.7 A horned
goddess holds a loaded distaff in a lead icon from Chesters, Britain.8
She has an archaic, feral look, with an off-the-shoulder capelet of
fringed vegetal fiber string, or possibly of strips woven on a backstrap
loom. She reflects a very different cultural reality than Roman reliefs
of the Parcae spinning with a distaff. She is from the borders of Pictland, the tribal northern Britons that the legions could never defeat.
Spinner goddesses persisted in medieval European culture in
spite of continual attempts to quash their veneration. Early bishops
of Spain, France and Germany campaigned against women’s spiritual practices “in their webs.” In Galicia, Martin of Braga insisted it
was forbidden “for women to invoke Minerva in their weaving.” He
admonished women to invoke only “the Lord,” and not “to observe
whatever vanities in their weaving.” He revealed that weavers had the
custom of calling on a goddess (whose name was not necessarily the
Roman one he gave) with some kind of ceremony or incantation. As a
hostile outsider, the bishop was unlikely to have witnessed them.9
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Invocations of a goddess—possibly entire litanies—were practiced
at the loom. Her indigenous name was not recorded. The interpretatio
romana demanded Latin names, so the priesthood often used that of
Minerva, a goddess of weaving. It may be that she had become syncretized with a local Celt-Iberian goddess. Anne Ross has shown that
native British and Gaulish goddesses were often conflated with Minerva, especially those associated with healing springs, like Sul of Bath.
Stone reliefs of the goddess Brigantia are visually indistinguishable
from Roman Minerva; but the name they bear is Brittonic.10
Another reference to women’s weaving invocations implies that
women did call on their goddess by her indigenous names. In north
Gaul, bishop Eligius of Noyon refused to acknowledge those names
even as he prohibited them:
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No woman should hang succinos [amber amulets] from her
neck, nor in weaving or dyeing or textile work name Minerva or
other unpropitious persons...11
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But this was where the weavers disagreed. The common women
believed that their goddess was preëminently propitious, and brought
good fortune to those who revered her, whatever she was called.
Around 750, another prohibition of “women naming Minerva in their
weaving” comes from Pirmin of Reichenau, who calls it the “culture
of the devil.” Pirmin probably borrowed the wording from Eligius, but
that he found such a ban relevant signals the possibility that German
websters were also invoking a goddess, possibly Holda.12
Around 700, a penitential at Silos listed
“woolen work, or magical practices”—
among them divination, enchantment,
soothsaying, and dream interpretation.
The priests prescribed a five-year penance for these observances, adding this
enticing but frustratingly brief fragment: “It is not permitted to observe wool
at the kalends, or the collections of herbs,
or to give heed to incantations...”13
(Emphasis added; the calends are the
Crystal spindle whorl,
first day of the year or month.) So too
Emscote Warwicks, Britain
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Frankish women weaving outdoors, circa 800. Several sources refer to the
incantations women sang “in their webs,” invoking goddesses and observing
omens as they wove. These workspaces were called gynecaea, “women-places.”
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the Frankish Homilia de sacrilegiis condemns a divination by drawing
out tufts of wool with needles.14 Such prohibitions yield the barest
glimpse of women’s divinatory practices, but show that they were
related to spinning and weaving cræft.
Pagan weaving customs were still thriving in Hispania five centuries after Martin’s sermons first assailed them. This time, the clergy
was upset over the weavers using amulets or sacred images. In 1065
the council of Santiago inveighed against women’s custom of “hanging on looms little figures of women or filthy animals or other similar
things, all of which is idolatrous.”15 In Provence, a sermon of Caesarius
of Arles deplores the fact that “wretched women” refused to weave or
spin on Thursdays, which were widely observed as a pagan day of rest
in this period. Several centuries later, the Pseudo-Gregorii penitential
ascribes this custom to sorcerers and sorceresses.16 Thursday continued to be viewed as a witches’ holiday in early modern witch trials.
Weaving was associated with wisdom, prophecy, poetry, and
blessing in Indo-European culture. The Rg Veda speaks of poetry as
weaving, and later Indic scriptures are called sutra, “threads.” Avestan
vaf, originally “weave,” acquired the meaning of “hymn, praisesong.” In Greece, Pindar spoke of having “woven a song.” In Welsh
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the weaving metaphor was applied to poetic composition, as the Old
English writer Cynewulf “wove the art of words” (wordcræft wœf).17
The poet-goddess Brigit was called the first weaver in Ireland, and
it was she who “put the white threads in the loom that have a healing
power to this day.”18 Cloth, as in so many other world cultures, had
sacred power. Not only did the mantle of Brigit figure in countless
stories of blessing grace, but it was reenacted every Imbolc (on the
eve before Feb. 2) when women laid out a cloth overnight to gather
the blessing power of Brigit to be used through the year. Christianizing the goddess made it possible for such customs to survive, but only
some of them. An Irish hagiography of Ciarán indicates that women
wanted no males around when they did textile work. His muimme
(foster-mother) sent him out of the house while she dyed wool, for
which the juvenile saint cursed her heathen impiety.19 The story implies that the women were performing some kind of ritual.
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I am Fedelm the banfili of Connaught...
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A weaving prophetess appears at the beginning of the Táin Bó
Cuailnge. Fedelm the banfháidh comes in a chariot drawn by black
horses to prophesy to queen Medb. Her divine vision is underlined
by the triple irises in her eyes. She is richly dressed in a speckled
cloak with a gold pin, an embroidered hood, and her hair in three
plaits, two of them wound around her head and the other “brushing
her calves.” Holding a bronze weaver’s sword, she speaks to Medb:
“I am Fedelm the banfíli of Connaught.” The queen asks if she has
imbas forosna, the power of prophecy, and she replies that she does.
Addressing her as “Fedelm, prophetess,” Medb asks her to forecast
the battle, repeatedly. Each time the banfili replies, “I see it bloody, I
see it red,” chanting a prediction of defeat for Connaught. And so it
happens; many die, and nothing is gained by the conflict.20
The prophetess says solemnly, “I am Fedelm. I hide nothing.”
She calls herself a banfili, a name often translated as “woman poet,”
but the Irish title carries the broader meaning of seership. In fact,
she proclaims her mastery of imbas forosna, prophetic inspiration.
She is also called banfháith, “prophetess.”21 Fedelm is not a personal
name, but an ancient title, a strand from the same root as filidh. In the

